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Abstract- Python is a Scripting Language that is highlevel, interpreted, interactive and Object-oriented
Scripting Language. It is Designed For highly readable.
Using python packages for image processing that make
it is easy to understand and simple and reliable to
access.
In this paper, survey of different papers that used
python modules and libraries for image processing are
taken and analyzed with metrics like performance,
reliability and stability because of using python
packages and libraries in the system.

I. INTRODUCTION
This survey paper define the various python packages
that are been used in image processing which altering
and analyzing pictorial information of images.
II. PYTHON
The Importance of python are discussed Compatible
With Major Platforms and Systems.
Robust Standard Library.
Many Open Source Frameworks and tools.
Simplify Complex Software Development.
Adopt Test Driven Development.
Language Independent.
Point operations, filtering with a set of built-in
convolution kernels, and color-space conversions
For developing desktop GUI Applications.

Visualization-Observe the objects that are not
below,
It Should be Readable and maintainable code.
Multiple Programming Paradigms.
Image Retrieval- Seek for the image
Measurement of pattern- Measure Various objects in
an image.
Image Recognition- Distinguish The objects in an
image.
IV. PYTHON LIBRARIES AND PACKAGES FOR
NETWORKING
A.NUMPY:
It is one of the core libraries in python programming
and provides support for arrays. An image is
essentially a standard NumPy operations, Such as
slicing, masking and fancy indexing. We can modify
the pixel values of an image. The image can be
loaded using the skimage and displayed using
Matplotlib functions.
B.SciPY:
It is another of python’s core scientific modules and
can be used for basic image manipulation and
processing tasks. In particular the sub module
scipy.nd image provides functions operating on ndimensional NumPY arrays. The package Currently
covers the functions for linear and non-linear
filtering, binary morphology, B-spline interpolation,
and object measurements.

III. IMAGE PROCESSING:
Image Processing is a method to convert on image
into digital form and perform some operations on it, I
order to get an enhanced image or to extract some
useful information from it.
The Propose of Image Processing,
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C. OpenCV-Python
It is one of the most widely used
visible.
Image Sharpening and restoration-To Create a better
image.
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It is another open source framework for building
computer vision applications. It offers access to
several high powered computer vision libraries such
as OpenCV, but without having to know about bit
depths, file formats, color spaces, etc.
E.Mahotas:
It is another computer vision and image processing
library for python. It contain traditional image
processing functions such as filtering and
morphological operations, as well as more modern
computer vision functions for feature computation,
including interest point detection and local
descriptors.
F.PIL/Pillow:
PIl is a free library for python programming language
that adds support for opening, manipulating, and
saving many different image file formats. It contains
the basic image processing functionality, including
poi
V. RELATED RESEARCH WORKS
A. TOOLBOX OF IMAGE PROCESSING USING
THE PYTHON LANGUAGE:
[1] has proposed the toolbox for image processing
using python language and numerical python
language. They have specify the efficient
multidimensional image processing program can be
written in scripting
libraries for computer vision applications. It is python
API for OpenCV. It is not only fast, the background
consist of code written in C/C++, band deploy the
environments.
Python graphical user interface (GUI) with the
functionalities of the package Tk. Adesso System
stores the environment to design scientific
component. The authoring system that helps the
attainment of such tool boxes. The toolbox is
intended to be used as a practical Resources plighted
in image processing. They have accoutrement image
creation, image information and manipulation and
image input/output ,contrast manipulation, color
processing,
geometric
manipulation,
image
transformation,
image
filtering,
automatic
thersholding technique, halftonig approximation and
visualization.
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B. Mahotas: Open source software for scriptable
computer vision
[2] has proposed image processing functionality such
as filtering and morphological operations as well as
more modern computer vision functions for feature
computation, including interest point detection and
local description . Numpy arrays contain data of a
specific type, such unsigned 8 bit integer or floating
point numbers. While natural colour images are
typically 8 bits, scientific data is often larger (12 and
16 bit formats are common). Processing can generate
floating point images.
language using the matrix support of python and
MATLAB. The projects Can use Numpy arrays as
their data types, but is also easy to code
The vision functionality. The result of an explicit
design decision. Specialised machine learning
packages for Python already exist21,22,23,24. A
good classification system can benefit both computer
vision users and
NumPy arrays. OpenCV is a BSD-licensed opensource library focused on computer vision, with a
independent module for image processing .
C. scikit-image: Image processing in Python:
[3] has proposed the,implements algorithms and aid
for use in research, education and industry
applications. It is released under the advanced
“Modified BSD” open source license, provides a
well-documented API. To provide Communicate
with the camera connected to Raspberry Pi with
SimpleCV.
It Capture the successive images with SimpleCV
using camera.
And also Compare the images to find the human
presence, If motion is detected, switch on the lights
and take the screenshots of surrounding area and
Transfer the screenshots over internet and store them
in local storage
System continuously capture the surroundings under
supervision
Mahotas is written in C++, but it is completely
hidden from the user as there are hand-written Python
wrappers for all functions. That provide If motion is
not detected, then supervision is continued to lowcost and capable supervision System capable of
recording/capturing video/image and transmitting the
image to the internet. To facilitate education in image
processing. The purpose of scikit-image is to provide
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a high-quality library of powerful, diverse image
processing tools free of charge and restrictions.
D. Surveillance and Monitoring System Using
Raspberry Pi and SimpleCV:
[4] has proposed the system uses Raspberry Pi and
computer vision using SimpleCV to detect moving
objects in the supervision area, switch on the lights to
capture images and arises the camera feed online
using MPJG Streamer, which can be viewed by any
sanction person .The system design is to
Intermediate the results. It was converted into a
single script to assist with batch processing and
pattern exploration. Goal is to a Scientific fields by
improving accessibility and reproducibility for state
of the art image analysis algorithm.
E. THE DESIGN OF SIMPLETK:
[5] has proposed, SimpleITK was devised to provide
an easy to use and clear up interface to ITK’s
algorithm That includes procedural methods to The
hide ITK’s demand
driven pipeline and provides a template-less layer.
Also it provides practically available such the
authorized persons about human presence. system
design is to continuously capture the surroundings
under surveillance.
as binary distribution packages and overloaded
operators. Internally SimpleITK apply a manual
description of each filter with code generation and
advanced C++ meta-programming to provide the
higher-level interface, bringing the when trying to
use ITK.
VI. CONCLUSION

understanding the capabilities. Thus, python provides
various libraries and modules that can be used in
image processing with the python environment.
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This survey paper comprises of various python
libraries and modules that are been used in Image
processing. With the usage of python, it has
eliminated various issues such as lack of stability,
lack of reliability. Importing the various python
Image Processing libraries have made the automated
and flexible to the users.
Since python has inbuilt libraries and also provides a
provision to include external modules, it is easier to
code the project. Python based image processing
software and can be useful for number of applications
like remote sensing, agriculture, space center and
health science etc. It proves that the better
combination
for
learning
developing
and
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